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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Humans are social creatures, it is without a doubt that without one another, 

we cannot survive. Doesn’t really matter whether it is God’s will to create us like 

this, or simply it is an evolutionary trait of survival, so long as two person remains, 

their lives shall always be interdependent. With that interdependence, it is inevitable 

that an outcome where the reliance is bound upon one another itself, results on what 

to do and what not to do. Hence it is imperative that rights and obligation of each 

individual between one another exist within civil matters in exercising said right, 

that is allowed or not be liable in doing it.1  

 People are free to bound themselves into this legal relationship, as it is 

regulated within the Civil Law,2 as it is a series of rules concerning legal 

relationships between persons or legal entities with respect to their rights and 

obligations to each other.3 This bond (perikatan) is regulated within Book III 

entitled ‘Obligations’, article 1233 of the Indonesian Civil Code which stipulates; 

“All Obligations arise either from agreements, or law” 

                                                 
1 Dabin, Jean, Le droit subjectif: Réimpression de l'édition de 1952,(Dalloz: Bibliothèque Dalloz, 

14 November 2007), pp. 275-277 
2 Abdulkadir Muhamad, Hukum Acara Perdata di Indonesia, cet. IV, (Bandung: Citra Aditya 

Bakti, 1990), p. 16 
3 Prodjodikoro Wirjono, Hukum Acara Perdata di Indonesia, cet. IV, (Bandung: Sumur Bandung, 

1975), p. 13 
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“Their purpose is to provide something, to do something, or not to do 

something” 

 Thus as according to Subekti, regarding the sources of this bond, by law is 

explained that a bond may arise out of an agreement between two subjects or of the 

law towards its subjects; bond born of the law may be subdivided into bonds to 

which solely born by the law and the other are born due to deeds/acts of persons, 

and the latter may be further subdivided into the bond born of an allowable acts and 

acts arising out of ‘unlawful acts.’4 

 Inevitably, the civil law will be violated by people. If that is the case, the 

law that has been violated shall be upheld and/or enforced.5 The implementation of 

restoring such deprivation of rights suffered the injured party is enabled by legal 

efforts provided by the law, as according to article 16 (1) of Law No. 4 Year 2004 

Concerning Judicial Authority stipulates; 

“The court shall not refuse to examine, hear, and decide upon a case filed under 

the pretext that the law is absent or unclear, but obligatory to examine and 

adjudicate it.” 

This is because every citizen has the same rights and obligations before the law 

and has the right to defend their rights if they feel aggrieved by others,6 as the main 

principle behind this civil justice system is point d’interet, point d’action which 

implies that anyone with any interest to another may file a reclamation of right 

                                                 
4 Subekti, Pokok-Pokok Hukum Perikatan, Cet. XXVI, (Jakarta: PT. Intermasa, 1994), p. 123 
5 Mertokusumo, Sudikno, Hukum Acara Perdata Indonesia, (Yogyakarta: Liberty, 2002), p. 2 
6 Bintoro, Rahadi Wasi, “Tuntutan Hak Dalam Persidangan Perkara Perdata” Jurnal Dinamika 

Hukum; Vol. 2, 2 May 2010, p. 148 
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and/or lawsuit7 in seeking remedy and therefore ultimately obtaining judgement by 

doing so.  

 Therefore, the law provides them to exercise such rights in claiming remedy 

through the Civil Procedural Law, to which serves a purpose as further explained 

by Sutantio and Oeripkartawinata, where it is a “formal law, namely all rules of law 

that determine and regulate how to exercise the rights and obligations of civil 

matters as stipulated in the material Civil Law.”8 Civil Procedural Law acts a 

necessary existence in order to be utilized as a tool that serves the purpose of 

organizing and executing the civil law, thus it must be utilized properly (sesuai or 

sewajarnya) with said law’s own interests and purposes, that cannot be utilized if it 

is against the law.9  

 The legal action of lawsuit serves a purpose as according to Sudikno 

Mertokusumo, a lawsuit is a claim for the remedy of rights that is an action aimed 

at providing protection granted through judgment by the court, in order to prevent 

the act of vigilantism (eigenrichting) being committed.10 This act of vigilantism on 

itself, is an act of exercising a right in an arbitrary (sepihak) nature by a perpetrator, 

without consent that may cause harm to the other concerned party.11  

                                                 
7 Metrokusumo, Sudikno, Hukum Acara Perdata Indonesia, cet. XIV, (Yogyakarta: Liberty, 

2006), p. 53 
8 Sutantio, Retnowulan and Oeripkartawinata, Iskandar, Hukum Acara Perdata dalam Teori dan 

Praktek, cet. VI, (Bandung: Mandar Maju, 1989), p. 15 
9 Supomo, Hukum Acara Perdata Pengadilan Negeri, (Jakarta: Pradnya Paramita, 2000), pg. 10 
10 Mertokusumo, Sudikno,  Op. Cit., p. 52 
11 Rijanto, R. Benny, “Hukum Acara Perdata” Sejarah, Sumber, dan Asas-asas Hukum Acara 

Perdata.,  pp. 1-45, Module 1, (Jakarta: Universitas Terbuka) p. 3, deposited and accessible on: 

<http://repository.ut.ac.id/4120/> accessed on 7th of March 2019 

http://repository.ut.ac.id/4120/
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 Although there are other ways of resolving disputes, if such civil dispute has 

reached the adjudication process through the court initiated by a lawsuit, then it is 

a form of dispute settlement known commonly and conventionally as litigation. 

Lawsuit is a dispute resolution process where all parties to a dispute shall face each 

other to defend their rights before the court, in which the final result shall be in a 

decision or judgement by a judge in a win-lose solution,12 therefore applies the Civil 

Procedural Law in the process. The procedural system within a litigation by nature 

is very formal and technical, where Prof. Yahya Harahap implies that never mind 

in trying to ultimately obtain judgment with a binding force granted by the law in 

the end, because the process to resolve within a judicial institution itself, one must 

queue and wait.13 

 In practice, those who bring their lawsuits to court through litigation in 

principle shall be charged as stipulated by the Civil Procedural Law, as stipulated 

in:  

1. Articles 121 (4), 182, 183 of HIR;  

2. Articles 145 (4), 192-194 of RBg., and;  

3. Articles 4 (2),5 (2) of Law No. 48 of 2009, among others. 

 The cumulative cost as mentioned above includes the costs of the court, the 

costs of the summoning, notices of the parties, and stamp duty (materai). 14 The 

claimant is required to pay a registration fee when submitting a lawsuit to the 

                                                 
12 Amriani, Nurnaningsih, Mediasi Alternatif Penyelesaian Sengketa di Pengadilan, (Jakarta: 

Grafindo Persada, 2012) p. 16 
13 Harahap, Yahya, Op.Cit., p. 233 
14 Rijanto, R. Benny Op.Cit., p. 36  
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District Court. Court costs are decided by the judges in the ruling on the case and 

are usually borne by the losing party after the judgment has been rendered.15 Court 

fees payable by the claimant when registering the lawsuit are set by the chairman 

of the relevant district court to which the fees may vary significantly from court to 

court in different districts. Presently in a one-on-one civil case, the fee for filing a 

civil lawsuit at a district court is likely to be in the range of IDR 1,000,000 to IDR 

2,000,000.16 

 Immaterial costs by litigating in civil disputes under Indonesian civil 

procedural legal system must also to be heavily concerned by both parties, as 

according to practicing attorneys it is expensive, lengthy and unpredictable.17 

According to foreign attorneys the length of process if taken to the supreme court 

can extend until a period of three to five years,18 while according to Prof. Yahya 

Harahap, also being a former district and supreme court judge of 39 years, the 

proceedings could take up until five to twelve years.19  

 In addition, in requesting assistance of an attorney, a fee must be incurred 

inevitably.20 In most circumstances, the attorneys charge a flat fee for each stage of 

                                                 
15 Gerungan, Alexandra, Alizia, Lia & Sitorus, Rudy Andreas (attorneys at Makarim & Taira S.) 

contributing editor; Madden, Michael, Indonesia in Global Legal Insights (GLI) - Litigation & 

Dispute Resolution: 4th Ed., Global Legal Group Ltd, London, p.153 
16 Gerungan, Alexandra, Alizia, Lia & Sitorus, Rudy Andreas Op.Cit., pg. 150 
17 Ibid., pg. 148 
18 Hickin, John, So, Thomas (Attorneys at Meyer Brown JSM), Country Guides – Litigation in 

Asia, Mayer Brown JSM, p. 24, accessible on: 

<https://www.mayerbrown.com/files/Publication/cbef4880-d4c1-49b3-b3fa-

02782b899082/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/e53dfa5b-c917-43c9-a85d-

c961997642c4/MayerBrownJSMCountryGuide-LitigationInAsia.pdf>, accessed on 28th of April 

2019 
19 Harahap, M Yahya, Op.Cit., p. 233 
20 Rijanto, R. Benny, Op.Cit., p. 36 

https://www.mayerbrown.com/files/Publication/cbef4880-d4c1-49b3-b3fa-02782b899082/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/e53dfa5b-c917-43c9-a85d-c961997642c4/MayerBrownJSMCountryGuide-LitigationInAsia.pdf
https://www.mayerbrown.com/files/Publication/cbef4880-d4c1-49b3-b3fa-02782b899082/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/e53dfa5b-c917-43c9-a85d-c961997642c4/MayerBrownJSMCountryGuide-LitigationInAsia.pdf
https://www.mayerbrown.com/files/Publication/cbef4880-d4c1-49b3-b3fa-02782b899082/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/e53dfa5b-c917-43c9-a85d-c961997642c4/MayerBrownJSMCountryGuide-LitigationInAsia.pdf
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litigation proceedings. A portion of the fee is usually paid in advance and balance 

upon completion of the trials or appeal. In some cases, attorneys charge a success 

fee in which is usually accompanied by a non-refundable deposit. Furthermore, 

contingency fees are not prohibited, and in some cases the attorneys can charge on 

an hourly basis.21 

 Thus, it is not hard to see that litigation resembles warfare, as mostly in 

lawsuits only one shall remain a victor and the other defeated, hence all of the 

parties involved tend to seek logistical and/or strategical advancement over their 

adversary.22 In such cases, claimants/claimants initiating a lawsuit that may drive a 

defendant in order to either agree to something that is within the claimant’s favor, 

simply to harm and frustrate them out of spite or other ulterior motives.23 

Normatively, there are no clear rules as to when should a dispute should be resolved, 

as a result, those with ill and bad intention or faith enjoys their right to a litigation 

as provided by the law longer than it should be, and on the contrary those with good 

intention or faith’s suffering of losses gradually increases over time that are caused 

by a system that does not run as it should be.24 Therefore, one of the principles of 

civil procedural law which shall be conducted in simple, quick and low-cost manner 

                                                 
21 Hickin, John, So, Thomas, Op.Cit., p. 23 
22 Gold, Neil, “Controlling Procedural Abuses: The Role Of Costs And Inherent Judicial 

Authority”, Ottawa Law Review: Vol. 9:44, p. 44 
23 Ibid. 
24 Sukolegowo, Pramono, “Efektivitas Sistem Peradilan Sederhana, Cepat, dan Biaya Ringan di 

Lingkungan Peradilan Umum” Jurnal Dinamika Hukum: Vol. 8, No. 1, January 2008, p. 29 
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is not achieved in reality, as this causes people to be reluctant in bringing their 

lawsuits to court.25  

 It is true that the law grants its subjects the right to claim remedy through 

Civil Procedural Law, however what if the act of exercising such right as granted 

by the law is to be misused, even worse, abused that results in the suffering of harm 

or loss towards another subject? One such case occurred in Indonesia, as can be 

seen within a judgement in the case of Indonesian Bureau of Logistics against PT. 

Goro Bathara Sakti, in a district court of South Jakarta’s case No.: 

1228/Pdt.G/2007/PN.JKT-Sel on 28th of February 2008. Within the verdict, the 

judge’s reasoning implies that the misuse of claiming remedy of loss is considered 

as an element of unlawful act or melawan hukum.26  

 An unlawful act or melawan hukum is any act which results in a harm to 

another person, requires the perpetrator of said act to be liable for indemnification 

towards the loss suffered by the victim.27 This is because, perbuatan melawan 

hukum is a result in the form of a bond that is originally born by the law28, as that 

said act that is against the law as stipulated within the Indonesian Civil Code.29  

                                                 
25 Kusmayanti, Hazar, Sandra, Eidy, dan Novianti, Ria, “Sidang Keliling dan Prinsip-Prinsip 

Hukum Acara Perdata: Studi Pengamatan Sidang Keliling Di Pengadilan Agama Tasikmalaya” 

Jurnal Hukum Acara Perdata ADHAPER: Vol.1, No. 2, July-December 2015, p. 101 
26 South Jakarta District Court case No.: 1228/Pdt.G/2007/PN.JKT-Sel, p. 112, par. 1 
27 Subekti, R. & Tjitrosudibio, Kitab Undang-Undang hukum Perdata, (Jakarta: PT. Pradnya 

Paramita, 2003) pg.346 
28 Subekti, Op.Cit., p. 123 
29 Widjaja, Gunawan & Muljadi, Kartini, Seri Hukum Perikatan Perikatan Yang Lahir Dari 

Undang-Undang,  (Jakarta: PT. Raja Grafindo Persada, 2003), p. 81 
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 The common grounds to exercise a civil rights and obligation remedies, are 

mainly comprise of two accountabilities, namely:30 

1. Breach of Contract (wanprestasi) 

2. Unlawful Act (perbuatan melawan hukum) 

 The difference between contractual and unlawful acts accountability is 

whether or not there is an ‘agreement’ or consent in the relationship. If there is an 

‘agreement’ that includes consent between the parties involved, it subverts into a 

contractual nature of accountability. Whereas if there was no agreement but one 

party harms the other, the injured party may sue the other party as responsible on 

the basis of unlawful act, as they are passively bound to the written material law.31  

 Internationally it is commonly known as torts. Although there is no 

universally accepted definition of torts, Prof. Stephen Sugarman illustrates it as “A 

torts is a ‘civil’ or personal wrong to a private individual or enterprise, and the legal 

remedy for a torts victim lies in the injured party bringing a private lawsuit against 

the injurer.”32 The law within torts or perbuatan melawan hukum outlines the rights 

and duties when someone conducts an act whether or not it is intentional or 

negligent, and results in injury or harm to another.  Therefore, it was created to 

protect one’s rights from such active and passive acts from being committed.33  

                                                 
30 Bintoro, Wasi Rahadi, Op.Cit., p. 149 
31 Agustina, Rosa, Hukum Perikatan (Law of Obligations): Ed.1., (Denpasar: Pustaka Larasan; 

Jakarta: Universitas Indonesia, Universitas Leiden, Universitas Groningen, 2012), ISBN 978-979-

3790-xx-x, p. 4 
32 Sugarman, Stephen D., “Torts in Law”, International Encyclopedia of Social and Behavioral 

Sciences, Second Edition, 2015, on pp. 429-433, p. 2 
33 Agustina, Rosa Op.Cit., p.6 
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 In Indonesia, it is known as perbuatan melawan hukum. It initially contained 

a narrow sense of approach, as represented by the influence and teachings of 

legism34, to which the legal doctrine dictates there are no law outside the written 

material law (Indonesian Civil Code, Undang-undang.).35 Hence, the strictly 

adopted definition of acts that are to be considered as perbuatan melawan hukum 

are acts that are contradictory (against) towards legal rights and obligations as 

stipulated under the law.36 In other words, the act of perbuatan melawan hukum 

(onrechtmatigedaad) is essentially the same as an act of perbuatan melawan 

undang-undang (onwetmatigedaad), or the written material law.37 

 However, this narrow sense of approach as influenced by legism drastically 

changed through the Dutch High Court; Hoge Raad verdict of Lindenbaum v. 

Cohen case Hoetink No. 10 also famously known as the Drukkers Arrest on January 

31st of 1919. Due to this Arrest, the nature of the element of unlawful act or 

perbuatan melawan hukum were developed and are to be interpreted as acts not 

only limited to the legal obligations of the offender and as a result violates the rules 

and regulations of both written material and unwritten laws and principles, but also 

acts that violates, morality, propriety, decency, duty of care and meticulousness as 

should be retained by a person to another person or object within the society.38 

                                                 
34 Ibid. 
35 Mertokusumo, Sudikno, Mengenal Hukum; Suatu Pengantar, (Yogyakarta: Liberty, 2005), p. 

167 
36 Agustina, Rosa, Op.Cit., p. 6 
37 Ibid. 
38 Agustina, Rosa, Op Cit., p. 8 
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 In Indonesia, one may claim remedy through fulfilling and proving the 

conditions of perbuatan melawan hukum as represented by Article 1365 of the 

Indonesian Civil Code, which stipulates; 

“Every unlawful act that causes damage onto another person obliges the 

wrongdoer to compensate such damage.” 

 With further elucidation of article 1365 of the Indonesian Civil Code, Prof. 

Rosa Agustina formulates further that one may claim remedy if it fulfills all of these 

following elements:39 

1. Existence of an act  

2. The act is against the law (melawan hukum) 

3. Liability  

4. There must be an existence of harm 

5. Causal relationship between the perbuatan melawan hukum and harm 

exists 

 However, M.A Moegni Djojodirjo explains that article 1365 of the Civil 

Code is stipulated not with the purpose of regulating the elements of perbuatan 

melawan hukum per se, but to regulate on the elements to be fulfilled by the 

suffering victim in order to file a civil remedy through lawsuit towards the 

perpetrator in the district court.40 In short, the material law regulating torts or 

perbuatan melawan hukum is a very complex  mechanism that processes and shifts 

                                                 
39Ibid. 
40 Djojodirjo, M.A. Moegni, Perbuatan Melawan Hukum (Jakarta: Pradnya Paramitha, 1982)., p.18 
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the burden on risks of compensation from the victim’s shoulders towards the 

shoulders of the perpetrator.41  

 Pertaining with the Indonesian Bureau of Logistics against PT. Goro 

Bathara Sakti case verdict, although it is not said directly, implies that there is an 

existence of abuse of procedural rights as represented in abusing the act of claiming 

remedy through lawsuit is to be considered a perbuatan melawan hukum. In 

addition, according to the Indonesian legal dictionary, misbruik van procesrecht is 

defined as; “filing a civil lawsuit against a party solely with the detriment to harm, 

and without a solid basis.”42 Hence, it is implied that abuse of procedural right is in 

fact, to be considered as perbuatan melawan hukum. 

 In some countries adopting both civil and common law legal traditions, 

abuse of procedural right is merely a doctrine43, while some countries recognizes it 

as a tort or perbuatan melawan hukum.44 However, according to the Dutch Prof. 

P.A Stein; 45 

 “In civil law it is known that there is an existence of ‘abuse of rights 

(misbruik van recht).’ An abuse of rights leads to unlawful act, which then 

requires payment of compensation. As we might misuse ‘material’ rights of 

authority (such as authority of an owner), it is as well as misuse of authority 

granted by the law and the procedural process itself that may be seen in a case 

where a claimant uses legal means not intended for the judge to render decision 

and expecting remedy, but only intended to harm the other party through the 

means of legal procedure.” 

                                                 
41 Prodjodikoro, Wirjono, Perbuatan Melawan Hukum (Bandung: Mandar Maju,  2000), p. 2 
42 Fauzan, M., and Siagian, B, Kamus Hukum & Yurisprudensi: Kamus hukum lengkap Dewan 

Syariah Nasional, Majelis Ulama Indonesia. Tapos, Cimanggis, (Depok: Kencana, 2017), p. 575 
43 Cueto-Rua, Julio, “Abuse of Rights”, Louisiana Law Review, Vol. 35, No. 5, 1975, pp. 972-973 
44 Maher, Joseph B., “Survival of the Common Law Abuse of Process Tort in the Face of a Noerr-

Pennington Defense”, University of Chicago law Review, (65:627:1998), p. 627 
45 Stein, P. A, Compendium van Het Burgelijk Procesrecht, (Kluwer, 2003), p. 53 
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 Hence, the Dutch has materialized its attempts to curb abuse of rights into a 

positive law albeit in the premise of property and not torts, as can be seen in article 

3:13 ‘Abuse of Right’, Section 3.1 ‘General Provisions’, Subsection 3.1.1 ‘General 

Terminology’, Book 3 Property Law in General, of their current Civil Code which 

stipulates:46 

1. “A person to whom a right belongs may not exercise the powers vested 

in it as far as this would mean that he abuses these powers. 

2. A right may be abused, among others, when it is exercised with no other 

purpose than to damage another person or with another purpose than 

for which it is granted or when the use of it, given the disparity between 

the interests which are served by its effectuation and the interests which 

are damaged as a result thereof, in all reasons has to be stopped or 

postponed. 

3. The nature of the right may implicate that it cannot be abused.” 

 While article 13 (2) of the 1992 Civil Code of Netherlands stipulates as 

follows:47   

“Instances of abuse of right are the exercise of a right with the sole intention of 

harming another or for a purpose other than that for which it was granted; or 

the exercise of a right where its holder could not reasonably have decided to 

exercise it, given the disproportion between the interest to exercise the right and 

the harm caused thereby.”  

                                                 
46 <http://www.dutchcivillaw.com/civilcodebook033.htm>, accessed on 4th of May 2019  
47 Byers, Michael, “Abuse of Rights: An Old Principle, A New Age” McGill Law Journal/Revue De 

Droit De McGill: Vol. 47,(Montreal: McGill 2002)., pp. 394-395 

http://www.dutchcivillaw.com/civilcodebook033.htm
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Although the Dutch Civil Code initially before the independence of 

Indonesia applies only to the Dutch subjects, in reality to this day the Indonesian 

subjects still adopts and applies the Dutch Civil Code as one of the detrimental laws 

within their society.48 Hence, it is fitting where in determining the element of 

perbuatan melawan hukum is to follow the Dutch judicial precedence that are to be 

explored in its history, and past cases that comes with it. 

 However, due to the discrepancies and resemblances between abuse of 

procedural rights and perbuatan melawan hukum is still not clear within Indonesian 

law. Therefore, this thesis aims to further research into the understanding of abuse 

of procedural rights, and how it pertains to perbuatan melawan hukum if it is applied 

in Indonesia. 

1.2 Formulation of Issues  

 In this thesis, the author intends to explore by analyzing the issue of abuse 

of legal procedure whether or not it is a perbuatan melawan hukum in Indonesia, 

which adopts Civil Law legal tradition by comparing with other countries that both 

adopts Civil and Common Law legal tradition that has either recognized or 

implemented the doctrine within their torts in their Common Law legal system 

albeit in statutes or judge’s decision in order to hopefully answer the questions, 

namely;  

1. What is penyalahgunaan upaya hukum (misbruik van procesrecht)? 

                                                 
48 Subekti, Op.Cit., p. 10 
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2. How does penyalahgunaan upaya hukum (misbruik van procesrecht) 

pertain to perbuatan melawan hukum (torts)? 

1.3 Research Objective 

The purpose of this research, is for the author to extract information and 

known knowledge to which aims to provide answers for the questions that are 

previously stated in the formulation of issues, namely; 

1. To synthesize and analyze how Indonesia, Civil and Common Law 

legal traditions apply and interpret the concept of abuse of legal 

procedure within each respective jurisdiction. 

2. To determine whether or not the concept of abuse of legal procedure is 

plausible to be classified as perbuatan melawan hukum under the 

regime of article 1365 of the Indonesian Civil Code. 

1.4 Research Benefits 

The author genuinely hopes that the result of this study could contribute to 

namely 2 points of view, namely; 

1. Academic 

The author hopes that this study provides further insight towards this matter 

in the academic field of law, namely Torts.  

2. Practice 

The author hopes that this study can contribute to the development of Torts 

law in Indonesia. Although the principle of abuse of legal procedure is a 

doctrine, the author hopes that in the future that the scholars of the field of 

law implement this principle towards the material law, so that it hopefully 
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reduces the practice of meritless and malicious lawsuits directed to another 

that results in people who are not exactly liable, and their legal 

representatives, to waste their resources namely costs incurred, energy, time 

and mostly patience. In addition, the author hopefully may give insight 

regarding this issue towards the judges in order to strain such lawsuits from 

happening, and the ones with merits to succeed.  

1.5 Systematic of Writing 

In the hopefully facilitating ease of reading the Author shall divide it into 5 

chapters namely; 

Chapter I – Introduction 

In this chapter, the Author shall facilitate in parts, namely; Background, 

Formulation of Issues, Research Objective, Research Merits, and lastly Systematic 

of Writing. The background subchapter shall introduce the premise of the main 

issues that indicates the reason for title of this thesis. Formulation of issues shall 

show the main problems to hopefully be solved by the author in this thesis. Research 

objective shall explain on for what the author writes this thesis and its end goal. 

Research Merits shall describe the possible results and insights within academic 

and practical point of views. Systematic of writing shall provide the readers on 

structure of the chapters within the thesis. 

Chapter II – Literature Review 

  In this chapter, the author shall discuss further elaborations on torts, civil 

procedural law, judge’s role in the form of laws, norms, doctrines, terms and 

definitions in the theoretical framework. While the author shall discuss rights (hak), 
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the doctrines of abuse of rights and abuse of legal procedure within the conceptual 

framework in order to introduce the readers the premise of the discussion. 

Chapter III – Research Methodology 

 This chapter shall discuss the Authors research methods on gathering 

research data, method of approach, type of research and research objectives that are 

used by the Author in writing this thesis. 

Chapter IV – Analysis 

This Chapter discusses the authors main research questions, namely; (1) 

what is penyalahgunaan upaya hukum (misbruik van procesrecht)? and (2) How 

does penyalahgunaan upaya hukum (misbruik van procesrecht) pertain to 

perbuatan melawan hukum (torts)?. In this chapter, the Author begins with 

introducing the case verdict in which triggers and exposes the occurrence 

penyalahgunaan upaya hukum (misbruik van procesrecht) to amount as 

perbuatan melawan hukum. 

Chapter V – Conclusion and Suggestion 

 This last chapter shall include the authors conclusion based on the 

discussion of provided by Chapter IV, through the summary of this thesis, and shall 

be followed by the Authors own suggestion through expression of opinion on how 

to possibly resolve the main issues stated on this thesis.  


